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About TELLUS International, Inc. 

TELLUS International, Inc. is a global consultancy that helps Microsoft ecosystem partner’s go-to-market, 

grow market share and innovate next generation services. We use a proven Business Model Canvas to 

map the value, target segments, revenue model, competitors and channel partners for product and 

service offerings. This Canvas aligns your operations, sales, marketing and business development efforts 

with your business goals through a series of customized, interactive workshops. We’ve fueled the success 

of hundreds of clients, from startups to established market leaders. 
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Channel Analysis of Office 365 Impact 

Migrations of email, collaboration and document management to the Cloud is booming. 

Microsoft set an ambitious 40% growth rate goal for Office 365 in the first month of 2013. In April 

Microsoft announced 25% adoption in their enterprise segment making it a $1b annual business. 

The boom is having an impact on the channel whereby it has to reinvent its business model. In 

August Redmond Magazine published an article titled ‘Is Office 365's Growth Lowering Salaries 

of SharePoint and Exchange Experts?’ The move to Cloud is undoubtedly impacting margins and 

the nature of business for Systems Integrators (“SI”). This article will report on a survey conducted 

by TELLUS International, Inc. (“TELLUS”), its findings and accumulated insights from our global 

network of partners. 

As solutions move into the cloud and the burden of provisioning and infrastructure is reduced, 

the emphasis on license and professional services revenue is increased. According to SIs that 

responded to a survey, license revenue represents only 10%-15% of their business. Professional 

services and upsell are what define the viability of the business for the channel partner. 

Professional services are typically seen as configuration work, helping to set up the systems for 

production use. As the complexity of the initial provisioning and infrastructure setup is reduced, 

mainly for Small and Medium-sized Business (SMB) deliveries, the hourly rates that SIs are able 

to command are put under pressure. Respondents commented that as the barrier to market 

entry is lowered, the market has become very price-driven and competitive. The number of 

partners bidding for projects has increased and often less mature partners underbid on projects, 

further undermining the market. SIs are expected to up the game by providing more in-depth 

industry expertise forcing some SIs to specialize. With additional skills required and hourly rate 

pressures, it is increasingly difficult for SIs to procure resources at reasonable prices.  

Based on the vast majority of responses the natural progression seems to be to start with 

Microsoft Exchange migration, followed by Microsoft SharePoint, Microsoft Lync and legacy data 

in phase two. This was the progression that TELLUS went through as well. Respondent’s remarked 

that the solutions are so advanced out-of-the-box that after limited configuration effort the 

solutions just work and there is very little to upsell. Every vendor strives for multi-year customer 

relationships to off-set Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC) and maximize life-time value of a 

customer relationship.  

Microsoft Office 365 and Microsoft SharePoint 2013 are open for app business. Many SIs are 

increasingly productizing Intellectual Property (IP) that they have accumulated, packaging the IP 
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as apps to upsell and generate volume sales with reoccurring revenue. The transformation from 

a services to a software vendor business model is proving challenging for many SIs. Pricing and 

sales incentive models need to adapt operations and support workflows. According to the survey 

panel, internal competition between represented products and product/service lines compete 

for resources. 

Smarter Services 

In order to be smart, services need to be more intelligent. Vast majority of survey respondent’s 

stated they did not include usage analytics in scoping their projects or identifying upsell 

opportunities. Some responded that they gather usage intelligence through interviews with 

clients. Many stated that they were not familiar with the term. Discussions initiated in LinkedIn 

groups focused largely on migration tools. One participant in the discussion astutely commented: 

‘These are all great suggestions… for IT. What about business users?’ Are there any tools that 

help with the business justification? 

Understanding which applications and devices your users have is important in planning any 

migration. Understanding what and how they are actually used is what makes a migration smart. 

Workspace usage analytics tools help in understanding the usage profile of every app, every 

device and every user. Usage analytics allows SIs to accommodate right-size project requirements 

by determining correct plans by user. This lowers the cost for the end customer, while leaving 

the door open for a later upsell as usage patterns evolve.  

Usage analytics accelerates project implementation by providing clear view users and content, 

which can be moved immediately. The 80/20 rule applies, where moving the obvious 20% already 

delivers the end customer 80% of the overall benefit. This allows SIs to deliver more projects with 

a limit pool of resources. Additionally, usage analytics often uncovers areas of optimization 

beyond the initial project scope for upsell. Account Executives are better prepared for the ‘what 

next?’ discussion supported by quantifiable proof points.  

SIs employing usage analytics responded that they use Centrix Software’s WorkSpace iQ, 

Exoprise, SkyKick, Cogmotive and/or OpenSpan Activity Intelligence. Some differences to 

consider are the scope of inspection and solution architecture. Some solutions are focused at 

only a specific migration scenario, rather than examining the entirety of a software license estate. 

Some solutions have algorithmic engines, whereas others rely on matching tables. Algorithmic 

approach to interrogating executables is always preferred, as tables are by definition always 

lagging and cannot analyze custom built executables.  
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Fusion of Services and Software 

Dr. Petri I. Salonen (CEO and Founder of TELLUS International, Inc.) writes that in the Microsoft 

world, app development can be more than just developing apps for Windows 8 and Windows 

Phone 8, it could be apps that are consumed from Windows Azure using SDKs (Software 

Development Kits) which have native support for iPhone, Android and Windows Phone 8. The 

user experience is delivered to different devices from the same service using consumable APIs; 

the service needs to be consistently delivered across any device. 

It is also interesting that a successful app store is not always the best for developers, as your 

solution can’t really shine among the 50 others occupying the same space. eWeek states that 

Apple’s App Store has become saturated as there are 1 million apps and each day there are new 

apps developed, both good and bad. This saturation has also led to app developers to design free 

apps and then revenue generation with in-app (IAPs) purchases. According to a recent Distimo 

report, 76% of all US Apple Store revenue is generated from IAPs. 

Dr. Salonen continues by stating it is evident that many of the traditional SIs are struggling to 

identify where they add value in the overall delivery of solutions. If your delivery is entirely based 

on low pricing, you will be driven out of the market, as there are just too many “me to” 

organizations doing the same thing. When Dr. Salonen was running a SharePoint SI organization, 

it was clear that several organizations were discounting the pricing to the extent that larger 

players could not to meet lower prices, and this caused significant disturbance in the 

marketplace. Many of these smaller vendors could not complete a proper delivery, which means 

that the entire industry suffers from poor deliveries. Selecting a vendor based solely on price 

does not typically translate to quality. There are many less expensive delivery organizations and 

many offer exactly the same value proposition, mostly based on low price. This causes pain for 

the system integrator vendor selection process for end user organizations. 

Why does Dr. Salonen think that the vendor categories are blurring? SIs have realized that they 

have to develop a new business model and many organizations have built intellectual property 

(IP) in different areas such as vertical industries or specific functional workloads. A very natural 

phenomenon for these SIs is to capitalize on this IP and with the new app economy. This will be 

a logical step for the SI’s to identify new opportunities, find clients and even build subscription-

based business based on this IP. From the other spectrum, there are software vendors (some 

traditional) building software solutions and adding new service layers to broaden the business 

and to survive the transformation of traditional business to Cloud business. 
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Many of these software vendors 

“accidentally” become system 

integrators to sustain the 

business and cash flow that is 

needed for the transformation. 

If you think about this model as 

a line or pendulum, you will have 

these two vendor categories at each end and now they are moving closer towards the middle. 

If you talk to any system integrator, they will eventually admit that they are building IP and 

considering options to how to capitalize on it. However, system integrators do not have a 

tradition of productization of software, which limits many organizations to take the steps that 

are needed to build solutions that can be sold and are packaged. 

 

Partner Cloud Profitability Model 

The trend toward Cloud services adoption is an opportunity for partners to take advantage of 

this new business model. A Cloud partner must have sales, deployment and migration resources, 

as well as some additional services to add on top of the cloud platform. Cloud solution vendors 

have presented their Cloud ecosystems with a clear message: this is a great opportunity and 

profit potential is implied. 

TELLUS built a simple Microsoft Excel model with sales volumes and profitability for a pure Cloud 

partner. All operating costs and expenses of a pure Cloud partner were split into two business 

units: sales and services. The goal of the model was to see what is required to achieve a 

breakeven for the business. With this goal we estimated the number of new seats needed to be 

sold each month (and year) to reach this goal. For purposes of simplifying the analysis, the E1 

plan (list price $ 8 per month) under the Advisor model was used. 

The general hypothesis is that the recurring revenue licensing portion (as small as it may be) will 

allow a partner to start each month with a guaranteed baseline income. Two additional variables 

were added to the model:  

• Annual rate of increase in costs: in this case the sales function is based on current costs 

and expenses without adding additional headcount. Rather, it reflects the CPI (consumer 

price index) plus a few extra points in the current operating costs of the sales unit. 

http://www.tellusinternational.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/ISV-SI-Pendelum.jpg
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• Churn rate: Customer relationship are not forever. Some sign up to a service and cancel 

it within a year. Others may not renew, because they did not see full business value or did 

not use the key benefits of the solution. Another category of clients are those who would 

see value in Cloud services, but migrate to a competitive solution or the same solution, 

but through another partner, due to added value services that may be supplied with or 

without cost. 

After adding these variables in the model, our general hypothesis broke down. It the company 

keeps it sales function static year-over-year, there is not much variation in the break-even point 

for the organization. However, if we add the two variables (annual rate of increase in costs & 

expenses and churn rate), they impact the breakeven point and the cumulative impact of this 

may be higher than the annual management fee of 4% commission from the solution vendor. 

This drives the SI to find alternative revenue streams to be able to keep the company profitable. 

The model does not take into consideration that finding new customers and maintaining a 

growing base of existing customers may require an increase in staff, the calculation was made to 

analyze how these two variables would impact the company if everything else stayed status quo. 

As long as organization grows by adding headcount they will stay in the red. Similarly the model 

does not reflect possible price reductions that often occur in competitive situations or economies 

of scale that are passed along to customers.  

Therefore, in order for the Cloud partner business to be viable for the partner on the long run, 

license revenue needs to be augmented with recurring (managed) services, cross-sell scenarios 

and IP creation (such as ‘Solution Accelerators’), which can be easily replicated and added to the 

volume of monthly recurring invoicing. Implementation and migration services are usually 

offered at the beginning of the transition to the Cloud and are based on one-time payment and 

not as part of the recurring revenue stream. It does not mean that these migration-related 

services are unprofitable, but does not add to the recurring revenue pool that the SI expects to 

get from its clients.  
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About This Survey 

This independently developed research is published to the TELLUS community partners. The 

survey was conducted by sending survey questionnaires by email to System Integrators in the 

Microsoft Office 365 and Microsoft SharePoint markets. Additional questions were posted on 

LinkedIn user groups specific to Microsoft Office 365 and Microsoft SharePoint. Some 

observations are based on personal experiences gathered by TELLUS executives.  

Entire contents © 2014 TELLUS International, Inc. All rights reserved. Opinions reflect judgment 

at the time and are subject to change. 


